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Allotments: $200,000 per State.

--If funds insufficient, each State is ratably reduced;

--If funds exceed amount necessary for each State to receive minimum, 25% of the excess is available to Chairman discretionary grants to States and national groups; additional sums are allotted among States in equal amounts.

In the discretion of the Chairman, that part of a State's allotment in excess of $125,000 may be used to pay 100% of the cost of a project, if it would otherwise be unavailable to State residents (100% funding limited to 20% of the State's total allotment).

Authorization: Not less than 20% of the funds appropriated to the Endowment.

FY 1979 Amount Available to States: $22,721,000

FY 1980 Amount Available to States: $23,000,000 (request)